CAUTION: Bookcase must be attached to wall to avoid tipping.

Recommended tools and materials:
• Tape measure
• Pencil
• Power drill
• Stud finder

This product includes:
• 1½” Phillips flanged extra-wide rounded screw (x2)
• Leveling feet

Instructions:
1. Locate your desired placement for the bookcase. Measure up from the floor 77 and 9/16th inches. With a pencil, mark this point on the wall with an even horizontal line that is the length of the top of your bookcase.

   Note: We recommend aligning this point with a wall stud for maximum stability. There are more holes in the crossbar than screws provided. Only two attachment points are necessary. Use attachment points that best align with wall studs.

2. Place the bookcase against the wall where you made the pencil mark, and use a level to make sure the bookcase is level. If uneven, use the attached leveling feet to level bookcase.

3. Once bookcase is level, use your pencil to make two small marks—perpendicular to the horizontal line you drew earlier—at the ideal attachment points by inserting your pencil into the attachment point holes. Now, move the bookcase away from the wall and use a power drill and the included screws to screw into the wall where you marked your attachment points.

4. Lift bookcase and slide it over the screws until it is secure. Bookcase legs should rest evenly on the floor.
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